Huawei Twitter and Facebook July 10 – 23

Balancing work and family is hard, but it is always worth it. Take a look at the love between some #HuaweiMoms and their kids.

It’s critical to enforce standards that encourage tech innovation and venture capital spending. tinyurl.com/leawhitek

“We’ve seen a breaking apart of tech innovation of venture capital spending. This slows global innovation, it causes price increases, and it creates confusion in the marketplace because you don’t have standards.”

Three ways that cybersecurity companies can close the gender gap. At this point, it's a truism that the tech industry needs more women. But one sector that holds incredible opportunity is cybersecurity. #WomenInTech

Check out why @samsung says the Huawei MateX is a “marvel of engineering showing best in class design and hardware for a foldable phone.” tinyurl.com/jydklink

Connectivity is critical to our lives. What does it mean to you? #ConnectAndDivide tinyurl.com/yawildk
Have you heard of 5G farming? See how a farm in Switzerland uses sensors and drones to boost efficiency.

Back in 1987, everything coming together at the right time — China opening up to the world and allowing for the operation of private companies — was the opportunity that enabled the birth of Huawei. #WeAreHuawei

tinyurl.com/y97zuemz

If you ask @Android Authority, the #P30Pro still holds up even a year after launch. tinyurl.com/y7eojjc

We don’t just talk the talk. We walk the walk when it comes to innovation. Check out Huawei’s new technology that could change the way you interact with your phone.

Huawei Registers Smartphone Patent With A Screen On The Back Cover...
A new Huawei patent has just been made public by WIPO, the world intellectual property body, showing that between late 2018 and early...
Despite a complex climate, Huawei recorded revenue of USD $64.23 billion for H1 2020, a 13.1% increase year-on-year. Huawei continues its commitment to fulfill obligations to customers & suppliers, and contribute to the global #digitaleconomy. Read more: tinyurl.com/yweaznaj

2020 H1 Business Results

Huawei USA (@HuaweiUSA) Jul 13
Huawei's success is not achieved overnight. It's a journey of learning, improving and developing new skills. #WeAreHuawei tinyurl.com/y67ba6c3

Business beyond covid-19: The future of global supply chains

Huawei USA (@HuaweiUSA) Jul 13
Join experts at @TheEconomist webinar to learn about the future of global supply chains beyond COVID-19 on July 21 at 10 a.m. ET.
tinyurl.com/ybjyjhn

Huawei USA (@HuaweiUSA) Jul 13
Huawei's FreeBuds3 features noise cancellation to block out ambient noise. What other features impressed @STcom? Read on to find out.
tinyurl.com/y5agy6q3
Statement regarding UK government decision

Ed Brewster, a spokesperson for Huawei UK, said: "This disappointing decision is bad news for anyone in the UK with a mobile phone. It threatens to move Britain into the digital slow lane, push up bills and deepen the digital divide."

This threatens to rove Britain irso the capital slow up bits and deepen the digital divide.

Huawei in the Philippines plays a crucial role in maintaining the ecological balance of the entire region. See how Huawei and @RainforestUK use technologies such as 5G to help preserve this natural beauty. #TECHALL

Find your answer! @isfergi is answering your questions about Huawei’s 2019 sustainability report now!

2019 SUSTAINABILITY REPORT Q&A

with Daniel Sieberg, VP, Public Relations at Huawei USA

Tuesday, July 14 at 2 p.m. ET

#TECHTUESDAYQA

We asked you to show us #MtniTech. We like what we see.
#TechTuesday Q: What does supporting network stability even mean?

@HuaweiUSA

Show this thread

#TechTuesday Q: What were Huawei's main goals for 2019 discussed in the report?

@HuaweiUSA

Show this thread

#TechTuesday Q: Tech is known for being a boy's club - are there any women who even work at Huawei?

@HuaweiUSA

Show this thread

#TechTuesday Q: Has Huawei done anything to become more sustainable in 2019?

@HuaweiUSA

Show this thread

#TechTuesday Q: Does supporting network stability even mean?

@HuaweiUSA

Show this thread
TechTuesday Q: Does Huawei work closely with the local community?

TechTuesday Q: How has Huawei stepped up to help in dealing with the pandemic?

TechTuesday Q: What organizations are working with Huawei on CSR projects?

TechTuesday Q: What is the DigiTruck?
Tuesday Q: How are Huawei phones being made more sustainable?

M4w »b USA

Tuesday Q: Why is Huawei doing so much work in developing nations?

Show this thread

Tuesday Q: What role did Huawei play in ensuring we can travel safely in the new normal?

Read on to see how Huawei’s digital solutions can help us get there.

Tuesday Q: Why is globalization set to transform our world? Tune in on 6/16 to hear @Wired’s Nick Thompson speak to @IanBremner and Dr. Nicol Turner Lee about what that could look like.

Starting soon! A Facebook Live about globalization and the future of tech.

Nicholas
Bremner
Dr. Nicol Turner Lee

Facebook
Live
Huawei’s carrier business achieved USD $22.58 billion in revenue.

Huawei’s carrier business achieved USD $22.58 billion in revenue.

What does the future of an ever-connected world look like? Join us for a live conversation about globalization and the future of tech.

Presented by Huawei...
Hear why @forbes says Huawei's MateBook X Pro 2020 is "one of the sleekest laptops out there."

The Huawei MateBook X Pro doesn't offer much new in terms of hardware, but it is now an important part of Huawei's fast-growing eco...
@forbes.com

Huawei claimed 2 spots this year in the @BrandZRankings Top 100 Most Valuable Global Brands report. tinyurl.com/y8fcalt

Huawei USA statement regarding the State Department action to restrict Huawei employee visas:

**Huawei USA Media Statement**

Huawei operates independently of the Chinese government. We are a private, employee-owned firm. We are disappointed by this unclear and arbitrary action to restrict visas of our employees, who work tirelessly to contribute to technological innovation in the U.S. and around the world.

HUAWEI

Unjustified attacks against Huawei are a result of geopolitical issues between the US and China. While it's hard to see the close-mindedness get in the way of growth & innovation, Huawei remains open to developing strict, universal standards to ensure global security.

#ReformMatters

...RANDY PURY, Chief Security Officer at Huawei USA, urged the U.S. government and the Chinese government to have discussions about the Chinese tech giant, after the UK banned the company from its 5G network. "I think escalation in these situations is a huge mistake."
Starting soon! A Facebook Live about globalization and the future of tech.

Nicholas Thompson
Ian Bremmer
Dr. Nic Turner Lee

What does the future of an ever-connected world look like? Join us for a live conversation about globalization and the future of tech.

Innovation is ensuring that we are able to stay inclusive in a diverse world...to ultimately undergo the kinds of changes that are necessary to keep us here and keep us going.

Dr. Craig Brown
Big Data Thought Leader

Unlocking your device like never before. Say hello to the future of biometric security. #SmartLife-Innovation					#5G

Huawei, the #1 smart phone manufacturer globally, continues to create the most amazing devices.

Get an understanding of what needs to happen for us to take full advantage of #5G when you check out this webinar with Huawei's Paul Scanlan, Omer Kiker of Objects Consulting and big data thought leader @craigbrownphd. tinyurl.com/8ja32ps

Today's the day! Hear from WARED's Nick Thompson discusses globalization and the future of tech with @DrTurnerLee & @IanBremmer.

#FutureIsConnected tinyurl.com/7y3wtrf

Bring a whole new vision to life with the #P40Pro and its Leica Quad Camera. 10x Superzoom zoom and ultra slow-motion video.

Who keeps us going? Innovation is ensuring that we are able to stay inclusive in a diverse world to ultimately undergo the kinds of changes that are necessary to keep us here and keep us going.

Unlocking your device like never before. Say hello to the future of biometric security. #SmartLife-Innovation					#5G

Huawei, the #1 smart phone manufacturer globally, continues to create the most amazing devices.

Get an understanding of what needs to happen for us to take full advantage of #5G when you check out this webinar with Huawei's Paul Scanlan, Omer Kiker of Objects Consulting and big data thought leader @craigbrownphd. tinyurl.com/8ja32ps
Without internet access and the opportunities to learn how to use computers, students risk growing up disconnected from a world that is rapidly undergoing digital transformation. #TechTalk tinyurl.com/y7qy5ty

Happy WorldEmojiDay! What is your most used emoji on your Huawei device? 😊😊

Huawei continues to incorporate impressive hardware design into its devices - this time focusing on upgrading its chargers. See why this is a big deal via @Forbes tinyurl.com/y8ggy8l

No matter the obstacles, we’re here to help connect the world. #WeChat Huawei tinyurl.com/y6lzakw3

Our first flagship store in France combines Huawei technology with the classical codes of Parisian architecture.
VIRTUAL EVENT: The Future of Global Supply Chains

Join us for a virtual panel discussion on Tuesday, July 21 at 10 am ET. Sign up for free at tinyurl.com/ixnocrrtf-events.

 huawei

HUAWEI & THE GOVERNMENT Q&A
with Don Morrissey, Director of Congressional and Legislative Affairs at Huawei. Tuesday, July 21, at 2 p.m. ET #TECHTUESDAYQ&A

HUAWEI USA®

What does Quad Curve overflow look like? See for yourself. #P40Pro

HuaweiUSA®

Take a tour of Huawei's Ör Horn campus. WeAreHuawei

HuaweiUSA®

From edge to edge, the #P40 Pro and Pro+ are offering the perfect viewing experience.
Have you registered?

The Economist Events

Hear from @Huawei Chief technology officer Paul Michael Scanlan during a virtual panel discussion on Business beyond covid-19. The future of global supply chains on July 21st at 10am EDT / 3pm BST. Sign up for free: bit.ly/2hWG8h #EconFutureGlobalSupplyChains

How can tech not only enable but also protect privacy? Join Huawei’s Director of Data Protection Office Joerg Thomas and @sieber at 2 pm. ET. tinyurl.com/y6x607a3

Join experts at @EconomistEvents webinar to learn about the future of global supply chains beyond COVID-19 tomorrow at 10 a.m. ET. tinyurl.com/ybsjgjn
GSMA Mobile for Development • @GSMA • Jul 18
In the Philippines, @Huawei & @RainforestCx have deployed acoustic sensors and AI to help increase the detection of chainsaws in the rainforest and optimise rangers' patrol routes. Learn more in the newest @GSMA CleanTech report: bit.ly/31UZd2X

HuaweiUSA • @huaweiUSA • Jul 21
Tune in to the @EconomistEvents virtual panel Business Beyond COVID-19: The future of global supply chains at 10 a.m. ET today with @WTOP, @GAZETEO, @WayneSabin, @CUMedia and Paul Scanlan moderated by @vncchina. Sign up for free today. tinyurl.com/ybryjwhn

HuaweiUSA • @huaweiUSA • Jul 21
How long has Huawei been in the US and why would a customer work with you? AskHuaweiUSA

HuaweiUSA • @huaweiUSA • Jul 21
Got questions? We have answers! HuaweiUSA's TechTuesday starts now!

HuaweiUSA • @huaweiUSA • Jul 21
Your smartwatch and phone work better together. Time to sync up! MatePro #GT2e
TechTuesday Q: Has Huawei even turned data over to Beijing?

TechTuesday Q: Aren't all companies in China beholden to the CCP? Isn't that the law?

TechTuesday Q: I just saw your half year results. If America banned you how is Huawei still making so much money?

TechTuesday Q: There are so many negative comments about China right now. How can Americans feel safe with Chinese companies like Huawei?
As a technology company, Huawei continues to learn and innovate along its journey. How can the U.S. and China find common ground in an era of technological rivalry? Huawei USA CSO @andyjerry suggests that tech operators and governments take these three important steps.

www. HUAWEI.COM/USA
The driver of synergy, #5G, Cloud, Computing, AI & Industry Applications, will bring out more of #5G’s value. Join Rotating Chairman @GuoPingHuang at Huawei’s #ICT2020 summit to discover how industries can work & thrive together. Sign up now: tinyurl.com/yxociwno

Bill That Mandates Cyber Backdoors Will Leave Front Doors Wide Open... Proposed bill requires American tech companies to put encryption backdoors in their products for law enforcement access which can be... of cpmagazine.com

NOW STREAMING
WEBSY: WHY AMERICA NEEDS STRONG NATIONAL PRIVACY REGULATION
SCAN TO REGISTER AND WATCH

The pandemic highlights the importance of Connectivity and Privacy. Tune in to our webinar today at 2 pm ET as Huawei’s Joerg Thomas, Mark Rasch at Andrew Grosso & Associates and @tiervichughes of @privacypros share their insights. Don’t miss it: tinyurl.com/y6w67a3

NOW STREAMING
WEBSY: WHY AMERICA NEEDS STRONG NATIONAL PRIVACY REGULATION
SCAN TO REGISTER AND WATCH

Huawei Carrier Business @HuaweiCarrier · Jul 17
Huawei’s CMO of Carrier Business Group Bob Cai is honored to welcome you to join the Better World Summit from July 27 to 30. Register now: tinyurl.com/yxociwno #ICT #5G
Building a backdoor access that may be exploited by hackers is a risk that no tech company is willing to take. Read more for Huawei Senior VP & Director of the Board Catherine Chen's thoughts.

Bill That Mandates Cyber Backdoors Will Leave Front Doors Wide Open... Proposed bill requires American tech companies to put encryption backdoors in their products for law enforcement access, which can be... @cpomagazine.com

HuaweiUSA @HuaweiUSA - Jul 22
@PhoneArena says users can depend on the Huawei FreeBuds3 for good call and sound quality, simplified touch navigation, and fast charging tinyurl.com/yrgus7fj

HuaweiUSA @HuaweiUSA - Jul 22
Classical architecture is in Huawei's DNA.

HuaweiUSA @HuaweiUSA - Jul 23
ICT's becoming a key enabler for industry development and sustainability. Join Huawei's #BWW summit to discover how ICT can lift the economy out of its post-pandemic blues. Stay tuned for details. tinyurl.com/ycoxvemo

HuaweiUSA @HuaweiUSA - Jul 23
Experience the beauty of the Alpine glaciers through the eyes of the explorers, all captured with the #Mate30Pro.
Our current unified 5G standards are the result of ten years of hard work from hundreds of thousands of scientists and engineers around the world. —Ron Zhenguo, Huawei and CEO of Huawei Technologies

ICT's essential to sustain the economy and develop society. To become a global leader in digital, what would Thailand's next move be? Secretary-General Vunnaphorn Dechaavin will share the details at Huawei's #BWS summit. Join us from July 27-30 tinyurl.com/yogwneno

It's a sad truth that women are underrepresented in the fields of technology and cybersecurity. Read on to see what Huawei's Sophie Batas thinks tech companies should do to rectify the gender imbalance. #WomenInTech

Three ways that cybersecurity companies can close the gender gap

Digital technology has a huge impact on education, but not everyone has equal access to quality education. Hear from Huawei's Xun Hu on technology's role in an equal education. #TECH4ALL #ConnectNotDivide https://tinyurl.com/y7og56dy
A smart farm is 200 times more efficient than a traditional farm. See how this can be achieved with 5G, sensors, and drones.

Livestock such as cows are also connected.

Android Authority loved our #P30Pro when it first came out a year ago and continues to praise it highly today. See why.

What's it like to raise kids as a working mother? We asked some of our employees.

How do you think you've done as a working mom?

We might have started small, but today, Huawei is a global tech leader with customers around the world. This is our journey. #WeAreHuawei

History has a way of repeating itself.
Can’t find your phone? The Huawei Watch can help with that.

Innovation is Huawei’s foundation and continues to drive us today.

Huawei strives to make education accessible to everyone and drive the digital transformation that will propel our world forward.
Huawei's Sustainability Report is LIVE. Have questions? Daniel Sieberg has answers. Submit your questions for his TechTuesday Q&A, happening on @HuaweiUSA on Twitter 2pm ET on 7/14.
https://tinyurl.com/ycaixo8hp

Hear from Huawei CTO Paul Scanlan during a virtual panel discussion on Business Beyond COVID-19: The future of global supply chains on July 21 at 10 a.m. EDT / 3 p.m. BST. Sign up for free:
https://tinyurl.com/ybrjghn #EconFutureofGlobalSupplyChains

Why is Ausdroid calling the #Mate30 a "marvel of engineering"? The best-in-class design and hardware probably have something to do with it. http://tinyurl.com/y4f4p3nk
Supplying essential PPE to our communities is just one of the ways Huawei USA has been giving back this year. #WeAreHuawei
https://tinyurl.com/yci8o3vnq

What were the early days of Huawei like? Huawei has demonstrated that the best companies are the ones that are constantly learning and progressing. #WeAreHuawei  https://tinyurl.com/y878zkw3

Despite a complex climate, Huawei recorded revenue of USD 564.23 billion for H1 2020, a 13.1% increase year-on-year. Huawei continues its commitment to fulfill obligations to customers & suppliers, and contribute to the global digital economy. Read more.  https://tinyurl.com/y6wzrcwh
Technology plays a critical role to ensure that we can travel safely in the new normal. Read on to see how Huawei's digital solutions can help us get there.

The Huawei P40 Pro makes top-notch photography easy.

Globalization is set to change our world. Tune in on 6/16 to hear Wired's Nick Thompson speak to Dr. Nicol Turner Lee, senior fellow and Director of the Center for Technology Innovation at the Brookings Institution, and Ian Bremmer, President, Eurasia Group and GZERO Media about what that could look like. #FutureIsConnected

https://tinyurl.com/y7jjxtn

What does the future of an ever-connected world look like?
Join us for a live conversation about globalization and the future of tech.
Palawan Rainforest helps sustain ecological diversity of the Philippines. See how Rainforest Connection and Huawei teamed up to preserve it from human impacts on the environment and illegal logging. #TECH4ALL https://tinyurl.com/ydc6cf9t

RFCx, Smart Communications, DENR & Huawei Pioneering Rainforest Protection in the Philippines

Focus on what you want with the Huawei #MatePadPro.

Huawei remains resilient thanks to the incredible contributions of employees worldwide, our long-term vision and unparalleled R&D investment. #WeAreHuawei https://tinyurl.com/y6wzrcwh

Huawei generated USD $64.23 billion in revenue in H1 2020,
Huawei climbed 2 spots this year in the @BrandZRankings Top 100 Most Valuable Global Brands report. https://tinyurl.com/y8floalt

The 6th Most Innovative Company in the world by Boston Consulting Group

What does the future of an ever-connected world look like? Join us for a live conversation about globalization and the future of tech. Presented by HUAWEI.

Starting soon! A Facebook Live about globalization and the future of tech.
Find out what needs to happen for us to really take advantage of 5G across industries. Check out this webinar with Huawei’s Paul Scanlan, Omer Koker of Objects Consulting and big data thought leader Dr. Craig Brown. https://tinyurl.com/y7za3pvz

Device security 2.0. Get ready for easier access with just one touch with new patented biometric tech from Huawei. https://tinyurl.com/y7jmv8k7

How can we move forward without prioritizing innovation?

Innovation is ensuring that we are able to stay inclusive in a diverse world... to ultimately undergo the kinds of changes that are necessary to keep us here and keep us going.

- Dr. Craig Brown
Big Data Thought Leader

Huawei continues to incorporate impressive hardware design into its devices - this time focusing on upgrading its chargers. See why this is a big deal via @forbes. https://tinyurl.com/y6cndtor
Why are the #FreeBuds3 a great wireless headphone option? The impressive noise cancellation with a comfortable fit have something to do with it. [https://tinyurl.com/y8gaywq3](https://tinyurl.com/y8gaywq3)

Have you noticed the Parisian elements inside Huawei's flagship store in Paris? Check out how designer Pierre incorporates the unique architectural features into his design. #WeAreHuawei

Experience no borders with the Huawei #P40ProPlus
Get ready for our next #TechTuesday happening on @HuaweiUSA on Twitter. Send your q's ahead of the 7/21 session - it's going to be a good one! #AskHuaweiUSA https://tinyurl.com/yeuu6uyp

HUawei & THE GOVERNMENT Q&A
with Don Morrissey
Director of Congressional and Legislative Affairs at Huawei
Tuesday, July 21, at 2 p.m. ET
#TECHTUESDAYQ&A

Don’t miss out! Register now to hear Huawei Chief technology officer Paul Michael Scanlan in a virtual panel discussion about the future of global supply chains on July 21st at 10am ET. https://bit.ly/2VrWKBh

Business beyond covid-19: The future of global supply chains

Paul Michael Scanlan
Chief technology officer
Carrier Network Business Unit
Huawei

Hear from Huawei Chief technology officer Paul Michael Scanlan during a virtual panel discussion on Business beyond covid-19: The future of global supply chains... See More

With Huawei’s #FreeBuds3i you can navigate with ease and not worry too much about your battery running low. Read PhoneArena's full review. https://tinyurl.com/yeguq5tq
Our webinar on the importance of privacy regulations is just two days away. Have you registered? Join Huawei’s Daniel Sieberg and Joerg Thomas, Mark Rasch from Andrew Grosso & Associates and Trevor Hughes of International Association of Privacy Professionals as they discuss the topic in depth. https://tinyurl.com/y6w9d7a3

Join experts at the Economist Events webinar to learn about the future of global supply chains beyond COVID-19 on July 21 at 10 a.m. ET. https://tinyurl.com/ybijqhn

Today’s the day! Tune in to the Economist Events virtual panel “Business Beyond COVID-19: The future of global supply chains” at 10 a.m. ET. Don’t miss out on the chance to take part in an interactive discussion with Huawei’s Paul Scanlan. Sign up for free today: https://tinyurl.com/ybrjcjhn #EconEssentialWork
Studies show investment in the ICT workforce can boost equity in global force.

Learn why the Huawei #WatchGT2e is GizmoChina’s pick in the smartwatch segment for 2020 thus far. https://tinyurl.com/y96ayy7e

Tech nationalism erodes competition, leading to higher prices, reduced innovation and less resilient networks for the #telecom industry. Huawei USA Chief Security Officer Andy Purdy breaks down key steps #ICT operators must take to make network technology more transparent and secure. https://tinyurl.com/y3k458au
Noise cancellation, full playback and wireless portable charging - all in one tap. Experience a smarter sound with the HUAWEI FreeBuds3.

#Together2020

20 HOUR PLAYBACK*

Innovation thrives when policy allows it to.
https://tinyurl.com/y7za3pvz

Innovation has to be in policy. It has to have everything built in from security and risk management to competition.

- Mohamed Madkour, VP of Huawei’s Global Wireless & Cloud Core Network Marketing

How can tech not only enable but also protect privacy? Join Huawei’s Director of Data Protection Office Joerg Thomas and Daniel Sieberg, along with Trevor Hughes, President and CEO at IAPP, and attorney Mark Rasch to learn more today at 2 p.m. ET.
https://tinyurl.com/y5w9d7a3

NOW STREAMING
WEBINAR: WHY AMERICA NEEDS STRONG NATIONAL PRIVACY REGULATION
SCAN TO REGISTER AND WATCH
Any backdoor makes us all less secure. Huawei Senior VP & Director of the Board Catherine Chen examines why the US bill mandating cyber backdoors is harmful for tech companies and consumers.

https://tinyurl.com/y424o6j
Unified global standards will drive 5G deployment and efficiency. See Huawei's role in this. #WeAreHuawei https://tinyurl.com/ycecel52

Our current unified 5G standards are the result of ten years of hard work from hundreds of thousands of scientists and engineers around the world.

Ren Zhengfei
Founder and CEO of Huawei Technologies

Source: TIME Magazine